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The first objective of this Conference is to raise our sights in thinking,
planning and doing for the American city —

to lift our expectancy regarding the

future of our cities; and to increase our intolerance of the disorder and decay,
ugliness and inefficiency which have become the mark of an American city.

The

success of the Conference will be measured by the number of us who leave it
satisfied with the piecemeal project approach by which we are now attempting to
i
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renew and reorganize our cities and by the number who are determined, instead,
to marshall all available powers and resources into a total plan and total program
for mak ing our cities livable, efficient and beautiful, in the shortest practicable
number of years.
During the past 10 to 20 years, we have been forging the tools we need to
reshape our cities into fit places for our people to live:

we have tested and

refined the processes of zoning, planning, redevelopment and housing code
ment.
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We have established Zoning Boards, Planning Commissions, Housing Authorities,

Redevelopment Agencies, Housing Law Enforcement Units in City Government and we
have discovered the inescapable interdependence of these processes and agencies.
We have begun to recognize the tight relationship between a city's public works
program (particularly the highway program) and its urban renewal effort.

We have

developed citizen's organizations to bridge the gap between the people in the
neighborhoods and the people in City Hall and we have seen a spontaneous
bursting of new organizations designed to marshall business leadership into
t
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lillment of its responsibility for urban growth and development.
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But so far, despite all the enormous thinking, planning and churning -despite all this "tooling up", no city in America has yet mounted a program that
is even keeping pace with the rate of deterioration in that city.

Nowhere in

America have we put together the knowledge, the experience and the tools at hand
into a planned and programmed effort which has its target a healthy city in "x"
years.

This is not because the problems are insurmountable nor does it mean

that we are indolent or inept.

It is that we have been in a process of growth.

We have been learning what it takes to make a city healthy and livable.

We have

been forging the tools we need to do the job.
But now the time has come.

The job is clear and the tools are at hand.

As

we begin this Conference, the people in any American city have it within their
grasp to make that city into what they really want it to be.
This is the brand new fact.

For the first time in the history of the

American city, the people who live in it have available to them powers,
ties, the potential for organization and leadership to make their city into what
l
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they want it to be.

There have been real dreams about the city and at times,

there have been bold plans.

Also, there have been conferences which have

produced vigorous programs.

But the fact is that these dreams and plans and

programs for the most part could become nothing because there simply did not
exist within the city the power to make them real.

This is not so now.

ever excuses others may have had for conditions in their cities —
t
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we have none.

We begin this conference knowing that the powers and the tools exist.

It is a

matter now for us to be wise enough, vigorous enough, determined enough to put
them to work in programs that are truly in scale with the problems our cities
face.
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To ACTION this Conference is the same kind of a threshhold we hope it
may prove to be for many others who participate with us in it.

ACTION’S first

five years have also been a tooling up process during which much important work
has been accomplished.
ACTION'S first job was to be a bridge between the various points of view
and interests which separately concerned themselves with the city.

ACTION

brought together politicians, business men, professional planners, labor leaders,
building industry leaders, educators into a diverse forum.

Around ACTION'S

board table, chips have slowly disappeared from shoulders, suspicions have given
way to understanding, special interests have faded in the brighter light of
larger ideas.

This has made possible the broad support which undergirds this

Conference today.
ACTION has also conducted important research.

First, it accumulated

individual experiences dealing with special situations in particular cities.

It

analyzed and reported on these experiences to make them useful to people in
other cities facing similar problems.

Through this communication of successful

experiences from city to city we hope we may have helped to speed up the
urban renewal process.

We have also conducted original research in a number of

problem areas the most important program of which comes to a head at this
Conference.

The Ford Foundation made a grant of $250,000 to ACTION to examine

the problems besetting the goal of good houses in good neighborhoods.

The

results of this research, conducted through a fusion of employed experts and
volunteer committees, are a major resource of this Conference.

Recommendations

from these studies will lay the groundwork for the meetings this afternoon.
During the past five years, ACTION has also been busy with a program of
education on and stimulation throughout the country.

With a huge assist from the

Advertising Council, ACTION has carried out a $5,000,000 program to acquaint the
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American people with the subtle beginnings of slums and blight and to activate
in them a spirit of concern and a sense of capacity to do something about it.
Similarly, movies and film strips produced by ACTION have reached an estimated
60 million people in American cities, acquainting them with the elementary
gredients of slums, blight and effective urban renewal.
n
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It is our hope that this

widespread fertilization will help cultivate a soil in which essential civic
and political action may have a better chance to grow.
To stimulate and make possible positive action in the communities ACTION
has conducted urban renewal clinics in Dallas, Atlanta, Boston, Berkeley, St. Louis,
Dayton and New York.
more than

300

At these clinics, business, civic and political leaders from

cities have examined in detail the tools essential to effective city

growth and renewal.

We believe they have returned to their communities with

a surer understanding of their tasks.

Detailed city audits have been made in

many cities under the framework and discipline of ACTION'S "Urban Renewal
Evaluator", a checklist of community conditions to be dug out in detail,
analyzed and rated by community leaders in order to arrive at a true evaluation
of conditions in their city.
Now ACTION sees a different and a larger role ahead.

It sees for itself

essentially the same task it puts to each participant in this Conference.

To see

to it that, in every city, we undertake a comprehensive study of the metropolitan
area; lay out a plan and program capable of dealing with the problems that must be
faced; and organize in and out of city government to give effect to that plan and
program over "x" years.
What does such a total approach embrace?

Is it really practical?

Let's

take these two big questions separately.
First —

what's involved in a total plan and program for a metropolitan

area?
It begins with planning - comprehensive planning on a metropolitan basis.
Planning which will anticipate the growth of the area; the requirements of new
4

housing, business and industry; the capacity and location of new major highways;
the location of schools and public buildings.

Such planning, embracing the entire

metropolitan area, will attempt to fit the right uses in the right places by
viding adequately for them where they ought to be.
o
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For example, it will provide for a new central core up-dated to meet the
requirements of the automobile age.

This will mean major reorganization of the

central city with access highways to downtown.

Perhaps parking areas will be

separated from pedestrian ways and pedestrians will move from office to shops
under covered walkways, through pleasant parks.

Major office buildings,

ment agencies, hotels, coliseums, theatres, art museums, major department stores
n
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and other major business, cultural and entertainment uses designed to serve the
population of the entire metropolis, will be provided for in the central city in an
environment where people can not only walk and shop but also rest and smile and
breathe fresh air.
The big job in the older residential areas of the city - both slum and
not-yet-slum is to break it up into human being sized neighborhoods in which
people can live and shop, go to church, play and raise families.

We must create,

out of our grim, massive inner city, neighborhoods that are in human scale neighborhoods in which families can feel a sense of belonging, about the care and
maintenance of which they can feel concerned, and in which they can take a healthy
pride.

We must infuse some of the spirit and feeling and scale of the small towns

of America into our cities.

These neighborhoods must be clearly defined by

portant dividers such as expressways, schools, parks, public buildings or natural
m
i
topographic boundaries.

Within such neighborhoods, hostile uses such as bars,

junk yards and worn out buildings will be removed; commercial uses will be
nentrated together; traffic will be routed around instead of through them; small
o
c
parks and recreation areas will be provided.
not just labels on a planner's map.

There will be neighborhoods in fact,

Business and industry will be accounted for in
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the over-all metropolitan area plan and there will be convenient access roads from
the neighborhoods to places of employment, major business areas and to downtown.
Such a metropolitan area, reorganized to serve the people who live in it,
would mean a city brought back to scale with the human being.

It would be planned

and organized to fit the requirements for business, for recreation and for
dential living.
i
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of openness.

It would recognize the lifting force of beauty, of green spaces,

It would honor and uplift the people who live in it instead of

pressing and degrading them.
o
Execution of such a plan will require strong organization in city
ment.
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The agencies, commissions and advisory groups which have sprung up during

our tooling up and testing period must be consolidated so that powers and
sponsibility are clearly fixed.
e
r
and uncertainties relieved.

Gaps and duplication must be avoided; confusion

There can be little question that it will take a

btantial increase in the municipal budget to do the job.
u
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This must be measured

against what the completed plan will yield in tax revenue and in the values which
would flow from an efficient, livable city.
Upon completion of a total plan —

or rather as a part of it —

plete study would be made of the arithmetic of carrying it out.
m
o
c
to do it?

What will happen to tax revenues?

it be financed?
so.

a

What will it cost

How and over what period of time can

Is such a total plan and total program really practical?

I think

In hard dollars, as well as in human values, I think it will prove to be a far

more practical approach than to try to shore up and patch up our obsolete and
inefficient cities, than to squeeze people into an environment that is elaborately
degrading to human personality.

We have only three choices:

First, allow our cities to unfold substantially without plan, guidance
or control; to accept the disorder and decay and ride it out.
increasingly apparent that we are not willing to do this.
almost no support for letting our cities rot away.
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It is

There is

Furthermore, the

threatening erosion of the taxable base has stimulated, even the most
conservative, to an acknowledgement that something must be done if our
cities are to survive at all.

Secondly, follow the piecemeal, project approach in which the country is
largely now engaged.

The astonishing fact about this approach is that we

are willing to invest billions of dollars in a step by step undertaking
without any examination of where we are headed in total cost, total
ness or total achievement.
v
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It is easy to justify what has been happening

in America as essential first steps in discovering what to do and how to do
it.

To prove and test our theories, processes and practices our individual

projects have been more than justified, but it is extravagant and
nible for the federal government or the individual cities to continue to
o
p
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spend billions of dollars in a campaign which has no total plan, no ultimate
objective; no estimate of total cost nor of length of time over which the
campaign will be waged.

To a large extent, we have been fighting a battle

which no one has thought about winning.

Certainly no city in the United

States has yet planned for victory.

The third course is the one urged here:
1.

Examine the total metropolitan area and determine what is required
to make it work.

2.

Calculate the arithmetic of doing the job.

This means measuring

the dislocation and relocations which will be involved and pacing
them over a manageable period of years.

It means measuring the

effect of clearance and rehabilitation on rents and prices; placing
this against family incomes and calculating the extent of the need
for assistance, if any, to make rents and prices fit with
prospective family incomes.

-
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It means measuring the cost to the

city of public works projects, of the net loss from acquisition
and clearance of worn out and obsolete structures; of the
btantial organization required to do the job and it means measuring
u
s
these costs against prospective additions to the taxable base.

To

what extent will enhanced tax revenues defray the cost; to what
extent will additional tax revenues be required and how can they
be produced.

We have no business proceeding with urban renewal

at all if we are not prepared to face up to these questions.
thoughtful,

The

responsible analysis of the total arithmetic of a

total plan and program may reveal many things that are unknown
today.

Perhaps the program can move faster than we have been

thinking —

or maybe not so fast.

Maybe it is so burdensome that

it requires a vast revision in techniques and expectancy or perhaps
its burdens are so light that it is extravagant and irresponsible
to continue as we are for a single day more than the minimum
quired to do the job.
e
r
Although proof is lacking as to what the arithmetic of total planning and
programming might be —

because amazing as it may seem no city in America has

actually made the calculation —

there is abundant indication that a total program

for a healthy city may not only be practical but that to fail to get on with it
may be the most impractical action of all.
1.

Consider for example:

The enormous economies to the city in getting the double or triple duty
that is possible from a public works program when the construction of
every highway, school and playground is related to a plan of neighborhood
formation.

2.

The huge savings to local government in acquisition of land for schools,
public buildings and highways if the needs are projected and the sites
acquired in advance of development and ahead of need.

-
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3.

By and large costs have been reduced, value increased and the economies
of renewal improved by large scale undertakings.

Pittsburgh cleared

the vast commercial slum area now called its Golden Triangle, eliminated
a major source of filth and ugliness and substituted in its place a
beautiful workable central business area.

It did this without Federal,

State or City subsidy and increased its tax revenues by over $1,000,000
per year.
In Baltimore, there was recently announced a project called Charles
Center.

Considered one of the boldest redevelopment projects yet

proposed in America, this will largely demolish 22 acres at the very
heart of the central business district.
the best of the central city is obsolete.

Charles Center recognized that
One of the major shopping

streets will be closed and all buildings on it torn down.

Into these

22 acres will go nine office buildings, new stores, a new hotel, and
civic auditorium, underground parking for 4,000 cars, an underground bus
depot, and several small Rockefeller Center type parks connecting the
various elements of the center and tying them in with the city around it.
This project, which demolishes some of the most valuable real estate in
Baltimore, involves no state or federal subsidy, but requires an
mated city investment of 25 Million Dollars.
i
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The city will get for its

money, in addition to the new project, a widening of key streets;
underground garages and three new parks.

The city's entire investment

will be returned to it through increased tax revenues in less than
twenty years.

The assessable base of the central business district which

has declined by $17 Million in the past five years - $5 Million in 1957
alone —

will be increased by over $50 Million.

increased by nearly $2 Million per year.

Tax revenues will be

Charles Center indicates that

a bold project completely changing the personality of the center of
Baltimore, is a fully hard-headed economic project.
-
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4.

I had the opportunity, with Nat Keith, to make a study of the District
of Columbia for the Commissioners of the District.

The purpose of this

study was to lay out a workable program for the elimination of slums and
blight and for the complete renewal of the City of Washington.
a limited study.

This was

There was neither the time nor budget for the detailed

metropolitan area study which should be made.
it was a sincere and objective study.

But, as far as it went,

Consider the arithmetic:

Estimated Cost of Complete Urban Renewal

$200,000,000.

District of Columbia's share (under Federal
Assistance Program)

$ 67,000,000.

Estimated increase in Real Estate Tax revenues
when renewal completed

$

7,000,000.

Thus the District's entire share would be paid back in 10 years by
increased tax revenues.
Furthermore, the study disclosed that the District's contribution would
be only l/5 of the 10 year $ 305, 000,000 public works program which had
just been approved.

This means that a proper integration of the public

works program with the urban renewal effort would probably mean no
additional capital contribution by the District to carry out a total
renewal program.

We found that Washington could be made a slumless

city in 10 years; that it is economic and feasible to do the total job;
that it is largely a matter of organization and determination to do it.
There is another point here that we must also face.

We can probably afford

to do in our cities whatever we really want to do, but it may take some
btantial re-education to produce the want.
u
s
Baltimore 10 years ago.

There were no television sets in

Today 96% of the families in Baltimore have television.

This means that roughly 100 million dollars have been spent by Baltimoreans on
television in the past 10 years.

Clearly Baltimoreans had the capacity to spend

100 million dollars to procure this want.

-
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Suppose the arithmetic of a total program shows that it will take an additional
100 million dollars in tax revenue over the next 10 years to carry out a total
program.

One of the indispensable elements in raising that money is for the

people to want what its expenditure will produce.

No one yearns for a really

healthy, beautiful American city because no one really knows what one would be
like.

We haven't produced one, we haven't even planned one.

A total plan and

program could produce an image with sufficient meaning and hope for people to
cause them to demand it and be willing to pay for it.
Herein lies the greatest single problem we face today in bringing about the
kinds of cities we know how to build but are not building.

It is our frame of

mind.
We really don't expect our cities to be made livable.

We have driven through

them so often that we seem to be anaesthetized to the filth and dirt and grimness.
We put blinders on.

In no other area of American life is there such a gap between

our knowledge of what to do and our expectancy that it will be done as in our
cities.

In Baltimore, we have the first school of public health in the United

States.

People are brought from all over the world, from India, Africa, the

middle East and the Orient, to be trained in public hygiene and sanitation at
Johns Hopkins.

For years, Yates Cook, a dedicated crusader for better cities,

has shown a slide in the foreground of which is a dilapidated brick row house
which, at that time, was occupied by 3 families —
was housed in the dirt floor cellar.

18 people.

One of the families

All of them had as their sole sanitary

facilities a pit privy in the rear yard.

In the background of the picture was

the dome of the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health.

Vividly, here was the gap

between our knowledge and our performance in the city.
When Jonas Salk developed the polio vaccine, we overran ourselves with haste
to have it administered to everyone in the United States.

We would not tolerate

death and crippling from polio when we knew the cure and had it available.

-
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Suppose a cure for cancer were developed tomorrow.
cost or how enormous the task of its distribution?

Would it matter what it

As a nation, we would demand

that the cancer cure be administered because we could not tolerate death from
cancer once we knew what to do to prevent it.
So it is with the automobile and highways.

We have learned that expressways

can correct congestion and permit traffic to move.
and we get them.

We therefore, demand expressways

Think of it, we are planning to spend over the next 20 years,

in federal, state, county and municipal highway programs more than
dollars for new highway construction —

98

billion

l8 billion in federal funds alone.

A few years ago there was announced in Baltimore a project to build a tunnel
under the Baltimore harbor.

It was to cost 135 million dollars.

announced, there was little question that it would be built.

Once it was

It was a difficult

engineering task; it involved major demolition and difficult right-of-way
sition, but in a few years it was accomplished and thus driving time through
i
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Baltimore was reduced by 25 minutes.

A year ago, our great new Charles Center

project was announced at an estimated cost of 125 million dollars.

It would

change the personality of our city, introducing a new and magnificently planned
central core right at the heart of downtown.
No federal or state aid is requested and the projection shows that the city
will get its money back in less than 15 years.

It is a completely practical,

doable project and yet on being announced it was met with nearly unanimous
skepticism.

"My grandchildren won't live to see it", was the typical response of

the man on the street.
This is at the root of our problem with the city —
expectancy on the part of our citizens.

the low level of

In most important respects we have

learned enough, tested enough, proven enough to say that we can remake our city
into what we want it to be but most people expect to land a rocket on the moon
before they believe their city will be made truly livable.

-
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A total plan, a total program, an image that we all can understand, and
arithmetic that will give hope and meaning to that image are essential to lifting
our level of expectancy and creating in us a demand for the cities we need.
We are no longer a nation of farmers and small town people.
of our population now lives in the l68 major cities of America.
eighty per cent of our population will live in our major cities.
then, constitute the physical environment of our population.

Sixty per cent
By 1975 nearly
Our cities,

Here we stand the

most advanced civilization in the history of man at the peak of our prosperity
yet:
Millions of our families live in slums.
Nowhere in America is there an effective program for checking the
spread of slums into the middle aged areas just beyond.
In most cities "downtown" is obsolete, deteriorating, unequipped
to perform its essential functions and although it constitutes the
economic heart of the city, its assessable base is now eroding.
Our suburban developments pile on one another in a disordered unplanned
sprawl.
Congestion is everywhere with the automobile overwhelming our people
at every turn.
What would we say to a visitor from Pakistan regarding this demonstration of
a free society, a capitalistic system, a private enterprise economy, a god-inspired
nation.

Does this represent the reasonable fruits of our civilization -- our

economy -- our way of life?
On every count, isn't it clear that we must take a fresh, new and big look at
our cities?

And we must begin with the people in them.

-
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We must hold fast to the realization that our cities are for people and unless
they work well for people they are not working well at all.

We should think and

plan and program, not in terms of schools, highways, streets, stores, offices or
even dwelling units but we should begin our total plan and program with the first
and fundamental purpose of making a city into neighborhoods where a man, his wife
and family can live and work and, above all else, grow —

grow in character, in

personality, in love of god and neighbor and in the capacity for joyous living.
Isn't this the legimitate target of our civilization?

Isn't this the only proper

target for an effective city?
The major hope of this Conference is that we can leave it with a clearer
understanding of how to build such cities with a rich awareness that it can be
done and a fierce determination to do it.
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